
Math/Stat 425, Fall 2004: Introduction to Probability

Follow-up Courses.
Groundrules: This is a list of classes which are suitable for you as a next class where
you can use your probability background. The most popular perennial favorites are Stat
426 and Math 423. Some require more of a stretch, and in these cases it is noted that you
should check your preparation with the instructor beforehand. Beoyond the immediate
suggestions here, there are many follow-up items. You could check out the course listings
in Mathematics, Statistics and various application fields such as IOE, Biostatistics and
Bioinformatics on the web.

Mathematics 423: Mathematics of Finance.

Winter Term 2005

Instructor: Professor Kausch.

[Given Fall and Winter semesters.]

This course is an introduction to the mathematical models used in finance and economics
with particular emphasis on models for pricing derivative instruments such as options
and futures. The goal is to understand how the models derive from basic principles of
economics, and to provide the necessary mathematical tools for their analysis. A solid
background in basic probability theory is necessary. Content: Topics include risk and
return theory, portfolio theory, capital asset pricing model, random walk model, stochastic
processes, Black-Scholes Analysis, numerical methods and interest rate models.

Recent Instructors: Professors Conlon, Kausch and Moore.

Statistics 426. Introduction to Mathematical Statistics.

Winter 2005

Instructor: Professor Thelen.

This course is a more theoretical introduction to statistics than Stat 402. It uses probabil-
ity theory developed in Math/Stat 425 to understand how standard statistical procedures
work and why they are effective. Sampling distributions for estimators are introduced
and used to set confidence intervals for unknown parameters. The Cramer-Rao lower
bound for the variance of an estimator is derived. Maximimum likelihood methods are
developed. In large samples they gives estimators which are very efficient–their asymp-
totic variance achieves the Cramer-Rao lower bound. Hypothesis testing is introduced
and used to compare two or more populations. Regression models are described and used
to study the relation between two variables of interest.

Statistics 430: Applied Probability.

Winter 2005

Instructor: Prof. George Michailidis

Prerequisites: Math/Stat 425 or equivalent; credits = 4; MSA.
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Description: Review of probability theory; introduction to random walks; counting and
Poisson processes; Markov chains in discrete and continuous time; renewal and regenera-
tive processes; introduction to Brownian motion. Selected applications such as queueing
and inventory systems, data/communications networks, production planning, computer
systems/algorithms, financial/risk management, genetic and epidemic models, and deci-
sion analysis.

Questions? Contact: gmichail@umich.edu

Mathematics 523: Risk Theory.

Winter Term 2005

Instructor: Professor Virginia Young

Background and Goals: Risk management is of major concern to all financial institutions
and is an active area of modern finance. This course is relevant for students with interests
in finance, risk management, or insurance. It provides background for the professional
exams in Risk Theory offered by the Society of Actuaries and the Casualty Actuary
Society.

Contents: Standard distributions used for claim frequency models and for loss variables,
theory of aggregate claims, compound Poisson claims model, discrete time and continu-
ous time models for the aggregate claims variable, the Chapman-Kolmogorov equation for
expectations of aggregate claims variables, the Brownian motion process, estimating the
probability of ruin, reinsurance schemes and their implications for profit and risk. Cred-
ibility theory, classical theory for independent events, least squares theory for correlated
events, examples of random variables where the least squares theory is exact.

IOE 515: Stochastic Processes.

Offered Fall Term Only.

Last Instructor: M. Lewis.

Introduction to non-measure theoretic stochastic processes. Poisson processes, renewal
processes, and discrete time Markov chains. Applications in queueing systems, reliability
and inventory control.

This is obviously similar to M/S 526 below, but this one is less demanding. You can read
the description below for the general aspects of things as well. M/S 425 should be good
background for IOE 515. Here is the last course page’s description:

Course Content:

This is a basic course in stochastic processes with emphasis on model building and prob-
abilistic reasoning. The approach will be non-measure theoretic but otherwise rigorous.
Topics to be covered include:

• Review of elementary probability with particular attention to conditional expecta-
tion

• Poisson processes

• Renewal theory
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• Discrete-time Markov chains

• Some continuous state models including Brownian motion

Applications will be considered in queueing, reliability, and inventory theory.

Course Objectives:

• Develop a deep understanding of probability

• Be able to apply probability concepts to situations involving uncertainty

• Understand why the Poisson process is so prevalent in stochastic models

• Be able to apply Poisson process results to stochastic models

• Understand why renewal theory is fundamental to the study of stochastic processes

• Be able to apply renewal theory results to stochastic models

• Understand the basic theory of discrete-time Markov chains

• Be able to compute performance measures for discrete-time Markov chains

• Be able to state and prove theorems about stochastic processes (primarily for those
students intending to do research in areas involving stochastic models).

Math/Stat 526: Stochastic Processes.

Winter Term 2005

Instructor: N. Petrov

Background and Goals: The theory of stochastic processes studies systems that evolve
randomly in time; it can be regarded as the ”dynamical” part of probability theory. It
has many important applications in physics, engineering, computer science, economics,
financial mathematics and biological sciences, as well as in other branches of mathemat-
ics such as partial differential equations. This course is a fairly rigorous graduate-level
introduction to stochastic processes. It should be of interest to students of mathematics
and statistics, as well as students from other disciplines where stochastic processes have
found significant applications. The emphasis will be on the fundamental concepts and
proofs, but examples of stochastic phenomena in applications and modeling issues will
also be discussed.

Content: Markov chains (Chapman-Kolmogorov equations, persistence and transience,
stationary distributions, reducibility, limit theorems, ergodicity, Poisson and birth-death
processes), martingales and martingale convergence theorem, random processes (station-
ary, renewal, queueing, and Wiener processes, spectral representation, ergodic theorem,
Gaussian processes), diffusion processes, introduction to stochastic differential equations.
Many examples will be developed to illustrate the concepts and indicate applications.

Grading: Weekly homework 40 %, midterm 25 %, final exam 35 %.

Be sure to talk with the instructor beforehand if you are going to try this one.
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Statistics 545:

Winter Term, 2005.

Instructor: Zhaohui Qin

The course will cover statistical methods used to analyze data in experimental molecu-
lar bilogy, with an emphasis on gene and protein expression array data. Topics: data
acquisition, databases, low level processing, normalization, quality control, statistical in-
ference (group comparisons, cyclicity, survival), multiple comparisons, statistical learning
algorithms, clustering, visualization, and case studies.

Prereq: Graduate standing and Stat 400 (or equivalent) or permission of instructor. Ad-
visory: Students should have a strong preparation in either biology or some branch of
quantitative analysis (mathematics, statistics, or computer science), but not necessarily
in both domains.

Undergrads should speak with the instructor beforehand!
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